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The four Community Theaters
participating in this preliminary
step to the natioa1 American
ComrnuJty Thcater Assocjatioa
Festival 71 arc The Play
ward Bus Company of Philadel
phia the St James Commun
ity Theater of Brisoti The
Pennsylvania Playhouse of Beth-
lehem and the Allentown Civic
Little Theater Each group urn
ited to one hour of performance
time will present works by Amen-
can playwrights
Performances will he given in
the Bhiett Theater on the St Jo-
sephs campus in Philadelphia be-
ginning at 300 p.m March Be-
twcen perfomances panel of three
impartial judges vi1l give critiques
for the benefit of the performing
group and interested members of
the audience Admission for the
four performances and critiques is
$3 per person Tickets may be
purchased at the door or reserva
tions can be made through the St
Joseph College ticket office TR 8-
1471
Mr Elbert Ft Smith Chairman
of the TAP Community Theater
Festival/Competition said Its
state sponsored competition for
President Edward Gates of
Beaver CoUege has been recently
named vice chairman of the Gov
erance of the Leldgh Regional
Oonsortium of Colleagues
Established at Lehigh eight cc
ucational institutions are brought
together under the consortium
from eastern and northeastern
Pennsylvania The purpose is to
allow these colleges to meet co
operatively and discuss changing
educational teacher needs
Colleges involved in the consor
tium include Wilkes College St
Francis deSales College Muhien
berg College Ursinus College
Marywood College Moravian Col
loge Lehigh University and Bea
ver College
Dr Gates has been president of
Beaver since 1960 Prior to that
he was general secretary of Ma-
calester College St Paul Minne
sota
He has also served as chairman
of the board of directors of the
Council of Protestant Colleges and
Universities and was member of
the committee on finance and the
commission on college adininistra
tion of the Association of Amen-
can Colleges
also an occasion Smith continues
where theaters may show their
verk bfoe an open audience and
re cive the critique ef panel
knowledgeable and imprrtiai
judes Thats the festival part
Festival 71 is full-scale na
tional Festival of Community
Theaters in 1971 planned and
sponsored by the American Com
munity Theater Association
ACTA One winner from each
State Festival will represent its
state at one of seven Regional
Festivals to be held between April
and May 31 The RegiDnal Festi
vals winners will then receive
cash award and an invitation to
appear at the National Community
Theater Festival in Chicago on
August 14 and 15 1971 The Na-
tional Festival will be held in con-
junction with the annual confer-
race of ACTA and its parent
body the American Educational
Theater Association
The Theater Association of
Pennsylvania Festival/Competition
is only one of three theater events
scheduled for the Bluett Theater
the weekend of March On Fni
day evening St Joseph College
will present An Evening with An-
ton Chekhov with Richard Gray
and Mayo Loiseau Sunday fol
lowing the TAP event St Josephs
will host the Catholic Youth Or-
ganization regional high school
theater festival Persons attend-
ing the TAP Festival/Competition
on Saturday March may pur
chase tickets for An Evening with
Anton Chekhov at reduced rate
cation from Bradley University
and an honorary Doctorate of Law
from the Hiram Scott College
He is graduate of Beloit College
He also was minister of the First
Presbyterian Church of Peorea
fllinois and staff director of de
velopment of the First Congrega
tional Church of Los Angeles Cal-
if ornia
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by Sandy
Faced with the closing down of
the Villa as dormitory the 18
girls living the have unanimously
joined together in an effort to
Save the Villa Although it is
generally understood by the girls
that the Villa is doomed in
spite of their efforts their defense
of the building and tile life style
expedcnced there continucs
We ae the step-child we al
ways have been said senior Jan-
ice Chmana When something
goes wrong ii takes weeks to get
it taken care of And by that
time 20 other things have gone
wrong
Most of the gb Is in the Villa feel
that they arc generally misundcr
stood by students living on campu
Said i3ophomo Cla.udi Arkueb
When esm to Bc-er fof
tour the tour guide made gesture
ii this direction and said Th
Villas up there it mot girls
dont want to live thero its too
isolated
The ignorance about the Villa
which begins with the tour it
was added that some tourguides
were not sure which of the build-
ings there actually was the Villa
is considered continuing process
by the residents of the Villa
Nobody knows what kind of life
is led here and nobody tnie to fin
out was the general feeling
Campus students say Oh the
Villa all the weirdos live up
there or Lesbians live in the
Villa
The Villans feel that the living
experience at the Villa is unique
at Beaver College and undeserving
ef the social rejection expressed by
campus residents In describing
their various experiences at the
Villa not one student was negative
in her attitude toward the dorm
Senior Linda Lichtman who has
lived on campus until this year
said Ive never really liked Ben-
yen until before moved here Its




At recent faculty meeting
Dr Edward Gates President of
Beaver College and Mrs Florence
Plummer dean of students pro-
posed the creation of an Ad Hoc
Student Life Committee Still in
the planning stage the committee
would be composed of both students
faculty
The exact format of the Student
Life Committee has not yet been
decided on and in an effort to dis
cover what would be most bene
ficial to student problems and in-
terests the faculty has arranged
to meet with 13 students before
formally establishing the commit-
tee including Lorraine Ader Leslie
Cummins Lynne Dorfman Eliza
beth Harris Carol Kobrovosky
Rudy Loveland Lilliam Oliva Joy
Osmalov Alice Platt Peggy Rosen-
blum Ruthellen Saivitz Marcia
Schaltzberg and Jann Wolfe
The committee probably will not
go into effect until next Septem
her Appointments to the commit-
tee will most likelyparal1el those
of student elections self-nomina
tions followed by voting
Lisa Layne junior agreed
find this the only tolerable place to
live at Beaver People are forced
to learn how to live with each
other
Both of these students have cx-
perienced both campus dorm life
and Villa life There are some
students however Who have lived
at the Villa since they came to
Tonight Beaver students will
have the opportunity to hear David
Mallery member of the Board of
Trustees of the American Film
Institute speak on the screening
of feature film
Mr Mallery is member of the
National Film Advisory Council
an ongoing consulting group work-
ing with the Committee on Film
of the Presidents Council on the
Arts and subsequently with the
actual formation of the American
Film Institute in 1967 In his din-
cussion at the required Convoca
tion at 730 p.m in Murphy Chapel
Mr Mallery will be showing film
Mr Mallery has been extremely
active as an educator researcher
and author In the past he has
been director of the National
Council of Independent Schools
involving him in nationwide re
search project resulting in his
book New Approaches in Edu
cation Study of Experimental
Programs in Independent Schools
Another book by Mallery Fer
ment on the Campus An En-
counter with the New College Gen
eration has arisen from his past
work as director of study for the
College Student Personnel Insti
tute in Claremont California
Volume XLV No
Beaver You never have to lock
door here said freshman Care-
lyn Markert People have lot
of respect for each other This
demonstrates marked contrast
between the Villa and the campus
life in light of the serious stealing
problem that exists in the dorms
Besides studying the problems
confronting college students David
Mallery has done research on high
school students resulting in his
book High School Students
Speak Out
Mr Mallery is currently Dime-
ton of Studies for the National
Association of Independent
Schools Under this association
he has written fifteen short paper-
backs and articles These short
works include such titles as
Developing Student Responsibil
ity Teaching About Commu
nism and The School and the
Art of Motion Pictures
Locally Mr Mallery has been
director and teacher of the In-
stitute of Humanistic Studies for
Executives sponsored by the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania and the
Bell Telephone Company lecturer
in the John Kennedy Memorial
Lectures in the Humanities spon
some by the Greater Philadelphia
Council of Teachsrs of English
He has also taught literature in
the Community Adult Schools of
Germantown and Cicltenham
Pennsylvania
Mr Mallory graduated from
Haverford College and received





TAP to Sponsor Festival
Thought for the day
Happy Birthday fish
End of 1w Villa
Saturday March 1971 the Community Theaters Its aim is
Cap and Bells Club of St Josephs to choose theater to represent
College will host four eastern Pennsylvania at the regional level
Pennsylvania Community Theaters of ACTAs Festival 71 Thats
at the first State-wide Theater Fes- the eoripetition part of ii Its
tival/Competition The full day of
theater sponsored by the Theater
Association of Pennsylvania
TAP will serve as showcase of
local theater and will decide two
finalists to represent eastern
Pennsylvania at the State run-off






Continued on Page Ccl
David Mallery to Lecture
on Feature Film Screening
Dr Edward Gates
President Gates holds doctor-
ate of philosophy in higher edu
Tonight William Buckley Jr Channel 12 00 p.m





Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Tuesday March 830 p.m Yehudi Menuhin
conducting the Menuhin Festival Orchestra
Sunday March 800 p.m .kndrØs Segovia
classical guitarist
Spectrum Broad and Fattison Avenue
Sunday March 800 p.m Richie Havens and
the Youngbloods
Philadelphia Musical Academy 313 South Broad
Street
Wednesday March 4400 p.m Bachs St
Matthews Passion
700 p.m Debussys La Promenior des Deux
Amants
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Sunday March 200 p.m Japanese Festival
Bond Memorial Room Swarthmore College
Swarthinore Pennsylvania
Sunday March 400 p.m Soprano Deborah
Curtis and Harpsichordist Tom Macknight
DANCE
Clothier Hall Swarthmore College Swarthmore
Pennsylvania
Saturday March 815 p.m Swarthmore Col
lege Modern Dance Group
LECTUBE
YMIIA Broad and Pine Streets
Friday March 1200 noon The Campus and
the Community Peaceful Co-EXistence by
Howard Lesnick Professor of Law University
of Pennnylvanla Law School
Swarthinore College Swarthmore Pennsylvania
March through Symposium on Communist
China
EXHITIONS
Civic Center Museum 344 and Civic Center
Boulevard
March through 28 Japan Arts Festival
March through April 11 Tyler/DirectIons 71
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
March through 14 Spring Flower Show
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
March through 28 American primitive paint
ings
March through April MultIples
Wilcox Gallery Pearson Theatre Swarthmore
College Swarthmore Pennsylvania
March through 31 Works on Paper
FH1S
Philadelphia Art Museum 26 and Benjamin Franklin
Saturday March 200 p.m The Magnificent
Seven Seven Samurai
Bandbox 30 Armat Street
March and 800 p.m The Leopard
March through 715 and 1100 p.m Lore
Affair The Missing Switchboard Operator
835 p.m Ikiru
March through 700 p.m Cul-De-Sac
905 p.m The World of Apu
Whittaker Lab Auditorium Lehigh University
Saturday March 600 p.m 800 p.m and
1000 p.m Blowup
DuPont Lecture Room Swarthmore College
Swarthmore Pennsylvania
Tuesday March 730 p.m Lasers Symmetry
and Superfluid
THEATRE
Zdllerbach Theater Annenberg Center 37 and
Walnut Streets Philadelphia
March through 815 p.m We Bombed In
New Haven
student has enough money to support himself while
he plays at this bit of nonsense indefinitely
Unfortunately newly developed social pressures
centered around the game have created many prob
lems when it comes to skillful honest playing Stud
ies show that great myth of social status has
evolved cut of the game causing many people who
would otherwise find it bore to engage halfheart
edly in its execution
Four distinct types have been categorized from
among the various players including both students
and faculty and these types have been very instru
mental in analyzing the games failure
First we find the student who does not have the
desire nor possibly the intellectual capacity to take
part in the activities of the game but Who is forced
into playing because it is in along with bell-bot
tom jeans army jackets frizzy hair and copping
acid This student because of her innate dislike of
the game is therefore forced into finding easier ways
to cross the long and narrow line The most widely
used technique by these students is that of lining
up several dozen apples on the board in the hope of
distracting the faculty and then moving their mark
ers little furher than they are legitimately quali
fied to do
Then we have the student who is very serious
about the entire endeavor and who views his role
in the game as an integral part of its continuation
He usually begins the game with great aspirations
of setting new records and introducing some new
legitimate skills into the activity However his
aspirations are quickly thwarted It doesnt take
him long to realize that most of the students and
faculty are not the least bit interested in the actual




To rent bus for the Franklin
and Marshall College mixer would
have cost $90 Those girls who
had signed up to go to the mixer
were informed when their $1 was
returned that Franklin and Mar
shall changed their mixer from
Friday night to Saturday night
Since only five girls were then in
terested in attending the bus was
cancelled If we the Freshman
Council were to have supplied
bus for those five girls charging
them only $1 which have heard
said is too much to charge or that
the bus should be free we would
have had to assume the rest of the
cost namely $40 Franklin and
Marshall said that they would pay
for half of the bus so they as
sumed the other $45 Five girls
out of approximately 300 in the
Freshman class is far far cry
from any semblance of major
ity How can the Freshman
Council be justified in spending so
much money for bus
Fourteen girls none of which
had previously signed up decided
that Saturday to go to the mixer
that Saturday night The pro
cedure in the past has been to sup
ply those buses for the mixers that
the advance polling or signing up
showed demand for It is evi
dent to those who have done any
polling that the girls are reluctant
to commit themselves even two
days in advance which is required
time to order bus because they
are waiting for something better
to come along In any event or
dering bus cannot be maybe
event once one shows up we have
to pay for it or should say one
way or another you have to pay
for It This money we feel is
better put to use by our sponsor
ship of activities here on campus
On Friday February 12 the
Freshman class sponsored an all
college mixer at which there were
definitely more boys than girls and
it seemed that there were more up
perclassmen there than freshmen
On March Friday night the
Freshman class will be running
coffee house at which we plan to
have appropriate entertainment
and coffee and snacks This is no
tice well in advance so do let the
cat-out-of-the-bag and show up if
you have nothing better to do
Granted our activities have been
very limited But claim that this
can only be attributed to the lack
of any interest and any involve
ment on the part of the Freshman
class as whole or individually
aside from maybe one or two non-
council members No amount of
my talking about the situation will
alter or affect it in any way So
the only statement that will
make is one that reiterates the
fact that am and so is every
other girl on the Council open for
plausible suggestions for activities
or projects that can be undertaken
by the Freshman class or if we
are lacking such unity by some








will have to agree with Lisa
Feinbergs attitude that Beavers
campus is dull on the weekends
but Lisa and many others who feel
as she does should be rejoiced at
the fact theyre Caucasian and not
Black As walk on campus to
classes or through the Chat In
the evenings see faces of many
males Every night in the Heinz
dormitory you can count hand
plus few fingers and that will
show you the number of males vis
iting And on weekends its
Tuesday March 1971
really much more Sorrowfully
have to say that the male faces
see the majority of the time are
not Black Oh but forgot that
you do see few Black male faces
on this campus Lets see theres
Mr Crump Jimmy Bill and few
others Yes theres also Mr
Jonathan Mboau our Black Stud-
ies professor So guess you cant
say that there arent any Black
male faces on campus
Personally feel that had an
advantage over many of the fresh-
men always wanted to go to
womens college and since had
cousin attending Beaver applied
would occasioia1ly visit her
spent few weekends last spring
here and got chance to speak to
many of the girls Many told me
to come and just as many told me
not to come My cousin was one
of the ones who told me not to
come because there was no social
life and that would get tired of
always making my own fun But
did not heed the warning and
decided to come For month
found all that my cousin had said
was true and was depressed so-
cially But soon found out
formula for successful social
life here And here it is Dont
sit on the campus and wait for the
guys to come to you They wont
If you have girlfriend or girl
friends who date guys from other
schools dont be afraid to ask to
be set up with blind date
visit your friends that have gone
to other colleges give your
friends call at their schools and
dont be afraid to tell them that
theres nothing happening at Bea
ver Chances are that there just
might be something happening
there and if youve got courage
mean real courage you and your
girlfriends can try hitchhiking
especially when youre short on
cash
So Lisa you and the other
freshmen who feel the way you
do should try some of the ideas
Ive stated especially since you
feel that the lazy councilwomen do
not care about the minority of
girls wanting to meet guys and
people from different schools Re
member you also had part in
electing them to office They can
only be as good as the support
behind them
If the freshman class wants to
enjoy themselves while theyre
here at Beaver theyd better find
some initiative to go out and meet
people somehow instead of blam
ing their lack of social life on the
freshman councilwomen Their







Letter to the Editor
As President of the Freshman
Class and on behalf of the Fresh
man Council disagree with the
so called facts presented in the
Letter to the Editor Beaver
News February 16 submitted by
Lisa Feinburg
Beaver College is not major
university and does not have the
money to finance something big
every weekend The Freshman
Council is doing its best to plan
few things In fact one of the
plans of the Council is to sponsor
Coffee House every two weeks
Letters have been written to
schools in the area and Beaver is
planning something with Bayer-
ford and Princeton
also object to the remark about
lazy councilwomen The Fresh
man Council has done great job
up to now and ought to be con
gratulated for all of its efforts
The Freshman Class sponsored
an All College Mixer Friday Feb
ruary 12 There was great turn-
Continued on Page Col
Page iwo




News Editor Pat Read
Feature Editor Elsa Larsen
Copy Editor Jane
Robinson
Staff Lois Arnold Emily Goldberg
Drama Editor Cathye Stoops
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for Beaver students and does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the college or student body
Parkway
omeiuic litnrei1
The problem of living really living on
small campus such as Beavers is not new
one nor is it soon to be solved Recently two
examples of this problem have come to the
surface at Beaver creating need for further
examination of our living situation
First past and current letters to the edi
tor from members of the freshman class in-
dicate that the question whatll we do this
weekend is still nagging one Over the
past few years various solutions to the ques
tion have been attempted making the Chat
more appealing place more frequent coffee
houses and movies cultural oontact with other
campuses arid organizations And yet not one
of these moves have solved the problem
Most efforts have had to be abandoned not
because those involved in the improvements
didnt care but because students didnt care
very few use the Chat only handful show
up for movies
The issue of the Villa brings into focus
another sore point of the living experience
coexistence Although it would be stretching
things to claim that the Villa is perfect as
living situations go but the unified feeling of
satisfaction displayed at the Villa has no
counterpart on campus Things like stealing
corridor gossip and feuds are always more
prevalent
These are not problems that can be
blamed on the administration the S.G.O the
older generation Nixon or the gods the
blame for these rather unpleasant conditions
lies entirely in the laps of students in gen
eral Whether or not life on the Beaver
campus ever improves depends on whether or
not Beaver students will ever be able to be




recent socialogical study has just been re
leased by the Acad3mic Pressure Association exam-
ining the cross-country failure of that age old game
Go To the Head of the Class
The game as it was originally designed is played
by any number of peeple joined together in the so-
called academic community The procedures ate
executed on rectangular board divided down the
center with large red line The players form
teams depending on their intellectual status The
faculty sit on one side distinguished by their mask
of experience and the students on the other charac
terized by their semi-permiable stare As the game
goes the two sides exchange learned glances ges
tures grunts and sometimes even valid statements
The play begins with the faculty who communi
cate all the information or lack of information that
they deem necessary for the successful completion
of their turn and wait for the students to absorb it
understand it restate it or sometimes judge it The
equirements vary from individual to individual
The game continues until the students either carry
out the accredidation procedures thus winning the
game or until they drop out and forfeit the game
to the other side The only time requirement for
completing the activities is that the student pro
gress specified distance toward the red line each
year and that the entire intellectualization process
is completed within four years unless of course the
The recently announced Beaver-
College-Piinceton Seminary joint
program in Religious Education is
dcsigned to prepare student for
religious vocations in ccluC3tion IL
seeks to provide an open future for
her to live on the creative bound-
ary between public education and
religious structures as they are
now and will be in the foreseeable
future Dr Campbell Wyckoff
chairman of the department of
Christian Education at Princetoa
Seminary enthusiastically received
the proposal from representatives
of Beaver Collage and has helped
shape it and see it tin ough to ap
proval at Princeton Dr Wyckoff
is also the chairman of the corn
rnittee on the revision of profes
sional training in rchbious educa
tion for the Arnei lean Association
of Theological Schools so the Boa
ver-Princeten program seems des
tined to bccorw one of the moc1ea
for training in the field
Pr Wycroff repicscn the ThE
led Pie-bzterian Cii the
United St tea in the program of
Joint Uduca tional Develcpm nt
which also includes the Prerbyter
ian Church in the Unitcd itates
southe the Episcopal Church
the Dutch Reformed Church and
the United Church of Christ Con
gregational my Eaa.ngehcal end
Reformed These churclic feel
that the downward trenr in church
involvement associated with the
now-defunct death of god the
ology has either leveled off or
been reversed so that clear shape
for the church of toe 1979s and
1980s is beginning to emrige It
epresents no simple return to the
old-time religion or to an insti
tutional Protestant Establishment
but means much more opeo spec
trum of involvement Three rn-un
groups make up the projected
tripartite consti uency although
We now have new beautiful
comfortable Science Academic
Building which is functionally
superior with regards to teaching
than the facilities we have had to
date It is building geared to
student and faculty use and max
ixntzation of learning The only
way the building will continue to
be what it is today is for each of
us to take good care of it The
$3300000 building cost is born by
all of us faculty students ad
ministration trustees and friends
of the college Tours through the
building by an administrator and
several faculty members already
reveai kicked-over coke can in the
large lecture hall leaving big
stain on the rug coffee cups in
teaching rooms smoking during
classes and smoking in non-maok
ing areas In order to maintain
the building the following work
ing procedures are to ho instituted
effective immediately Most of
these policies already appear in
the Student Handbook
Smoking should be done only in
the red quarry tiled areas on each
floor Ash receptacles are pro
vided in these areas Please make
sure you extinguish the cigarette
before discarding it to prevent
fires starting in the receptacles
Smoking is not permitted in the
seminar rooms lecture rormrs
classrooms or laboratories
Actually good argument
could be advanced for no smoking
in the building based upon the pub
lic health hazard which tobacco
smoke with its ligh concentration
of carbon monoxide hydrogen cya
nide and nitrogen dioxide poses
for the non-smoker
Eating and drinking is not per
mitted in the classrooms seminar
rooms lecture halls or laborator
res
Announcements posters and
er printed materials should be
the size of the groups may fluctu
ate widely The first grotp of iqyal
and regular adherents will support
and operate the ehurohes without
assuming that this makes the in-
stutution its private property See-
end adical spirits will see the
church as viable focus for pro-
phetic criticism and activity They
will participate in the life of the
church on an ad hoc basis joining
its programs or seeking the sup
port of its members for their ideas
whenever concerns and interests
converge The third group will use
the church meet personal and
social needs in times of crisis or
celebration Religious education
must prepare people in religious
vocations to operate creatively in
this situation and our joint pro
gram represents first step In this
direction
It will provide student within
live years after graduation from
high school with Beaver bachelor
of arts certification for pu.blkr
school teaching through Beaver
College and Masters in Religious
Education am Princeton Semin
ary This program roots religious
education in the total education
process and prepares the graduate
to move back and forth from pro
fossional church vocation to one in
the public schools or to combine
them In the religious institution
itself there are at present four
basi ckinds of jobs First one can
be full-time employee in 1ocal
cPur oh Dr Wyckoff reports that
any nman or woman who desires
such position and has the MRE
degree our joint program offers
has no trouble getting job Sec
ondly because many churohes
cannot afford fulltlme person
and because there are not enough
trained people to fill the needs in
religious education there are
Continued on Page Cot
placed on the bulletin boards whidh
will be installed on the office wings
on each floor Items posted on the
oak doors entrance doors and
other wall areas will be removed
and discarded by staff and faculty
members
Extracurricular activities can be
scheduled for the seminar rooms
116 214 216 312 the pitched
small lecture rooms 117 21 and
the large lecture hall through
the Dean of Students Office The
faculty members and students in
charge should enforce these regu
lations clean up the room turn
off the lights and lock the door
when they are finished using these
rooms
Students working on special pro
jects electronic calculators room
109 computers and other aetiv
ities which require use of the fa
cilities during the evenings or
weekends will be issued passes
The passes will indicate the stu
dents name the rooms to be used
the project and the times during
the week The student is to use
the indicated facilities
Maintenance costs for the new
building would be signthcaritly re
duced if each instructor would shut
the lights off after the class meet
ing if no one is scheduled for the
next hour This is especially true
for the late afternoon 330 and
430 p.m classes
Suggestions for improving the
functional use and aesthetic ap
pearance of the building and its
surrounding open space are need
ed Students staff and faculty
should direct such suggestions to
Mr Muller maintenance or any
of the science department chair
man
We appreciate your cooperation
in keeping our new home beau




must be postmarked on or before
May 15 1971
The awards will be presented to
the W4nners In person on Tuesday
.June 22 at the knnual Convention
of the Pezms34vz1 Federation of
.Demoeratin Wenien at Mount P0-
cone Pemwyivanla Travel ex
penses will be p4utlafly paid by the
Federation
APPLICAIWNS Additional
appileations may be obtained by
writing to
The Memorial Scholarship Fund
Pennsylvania Federation of
Democratic Women
510 North Third Street
Harrisburg Pesylva.nia 17101
Sports News
On February 11 Beavers bas
ketball team played one of its best
games of the season said Miss
Ruth Lauver the teams coach Al
though they lost to Montgomery
County Community College 40 to
31 they scored victory in play
ing together as team
Iris Berman was high scorer
with 15 points Jean Chernikoff
was the second highest with
points Miss Lauver was very
pleased to see that everyones
game improved
The final basketball game of the
season will be played at Chestnut
Hill College on March MIss
PLuith Lauver would like to see
some Beaver students there to
cher our team on to victory
came to Beaver College be-
cause it has good art program
as well as an intensive liberal arts
program and because thought
that smaller school would give
me greater opportunity to in-
teract with the students said Miss
Lynn Denton an art and art his-
tory instructor at Beaver
Miss Denton received her bach-
elors in fine arts from Agnes Scott
College in Tennessee and later re
ceived her masters degree in fine
arts from the University of Ten-
nessee She then taught in Paris
France for year at the College
Art Study Abroad Program Miss
Denton also taught part-time at
the Ecole Active Bilinque and
gave private studio instructions
for adults She came to Beaver
last semester to teach drawing
course and this semester she is
teaching an art history course
Miss Denton received the Best
Fainting Award at the Annual
Competition at the University of
Tennessee in 1967 In 1969 she
received an invitation to partici
JIIEAD OF CLASS
playing of the game and would
much rather get the whole thing
over so they can get married
or just go home So he too
grows impatient and loses interest
He begins to develop his own tech
niques for getting over the red
line without reading the instruc
tions His techniques are usually
more subtle than the others since
his basic academic preoccupations
will not allow him to cheat with
out using some intellectually
founded method The most common
one involves the psychological an
alysis of the professor combined
with an analysis of the relative
value of the material to the times
Looking at the problem from the
other perspective the studies in
dicate that the faculty to large
degree will do anything in their
power to keep tire students from
gaining any progress towards the
line It is hypothesized that the
faculty within this category feel
hit insecure in their status and
are threatened at the thought that
someone may beat their record or
learn their own devious tricks or
getting to the head of the class
They begin spending most of their
time plotting ways to see over the
tine of apples across the board
but while doing this many of theth
pate in the Annual Print Exhibi
tion in the Museum of Contempor
ary Arts in Winston-Salem North
Carolina The recipient .of the
Ford Foundation Scholarship Miss
Denton also received residence
award in the Cite International
des Arts in Paris from 1968 to
1969
When not teaching Miss Den-
ton enjoys working with pottery
ceramics and silk screening and
goes to films for entertainment
like living in the northeast be-
cause find it very intellectua.Uy
stimulating but miss the beau-
tiful hills and mountains of my
native state Tennessee
feel that the art department
at Beaver is very good one and
am impressed by the quality thn.t
is found in liberal arts school
that offers fine arts program
Any Beaver art students who want
to go to graduate school wont
have to worry about taking any
extra studio courses to supple
ment those given at Beaver
lose lot of ground to the more
serious minded player There are
also cases where faculty have been
known to withhold information
consciously or unconsciously for
fear of losing the game
The last category of players is
made up of those faculty who are
among the more rational of their
group and who appreciate the chal
lenge presented by the intellectu
ally motivated freak student
Yet even they become frustrated
with the game They are over
whelmed by the inability to cap
ture this fleeting challenge and
eventually lose the game in the
final stages They cannot seem to
translate those cloudy mirages of
student know-how into that con
crete that must be sub
mitted to the steward at the end
of the game They just cant seem
to figure out the score
It should be understood that the
findings in this study are not con
clusive Despite the failures of
the game the number of players is
still increasing and as the game
board grows so do the complexities
of analysis All that can be said
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The twelfth annual scholarship
awards of the PNNSYLVANLa
FEDJIiRAPION OF D1IMOCRATIC
WOMEN
THE AWARDS Two scholar-
Ships will be awarded The Flor
once Derublaser Memorial Scholar-
sibip In the amount of 25O and
The Emma Guffey Miller Memorial
Scholarship also In the amount of
$250
ELIGIBiLITY Any deserving
woman studextt in the Junior class
of an accredited college or univer
Sity mary apply The awards are
for use during her Senior year
She must be majoring in govern-
mont political science economics
or history or preparing to teach
one of these subjects She must
have good scholastic standing
must be reasonably active in stu
dent activities must be resident
of Pennsylvania must establish
the need for financial aid arid
must possess Democratic famiLy
background or be an active partici




quli.ed young women to pursue
and to develop interests in polities
aad government
To honor the memories of two
distinguished Democratic women
the late Florence Dormublaser who
was fiD$L Treasurer of the Pennsyl
venla Federation of Democratic
Women and the late Emma Guffey
Miller who was the first woman to
be nominated for President of the
United States Both women left
bequests to th Federation the
proceedaof which were placed in
seholarslp luwl Additional funds
have been added by the clubs and
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Pam Roth caine to Baver inter-
ested in math and phy3ics as well
as psychology chose to ma-
jor in psychology
because there
seemed to be lot more that
could apply it to She has plant
to go on to graduaL school and
has applied to Deihigh University
and Teachers College in Columbia
University
At present she and Dr Wihiani
Cari are performing an experiment
with two purposes in mind Our
first objective is to test Dr Cans
technique of getting mice to give
off fear odor angsteruch when
electrically shocked My hope is
that they will after one shock
since in nature mice only need one
frightening stimulus
in order to do
this Their second objective is to
test German psychologiois idea
that male mice do not avoid fright-
ened female mice The German
Muller-Velten did not pay close at-
tention to the x-eceptive cycle of
the female She is receptive every
fifth day Maybe the odor which
tells the male that she is receptive
negates the fear scent
Well con-
trol when the male can smell the
female and then hopefully the male
mice will .void the frightened
males Pam went on to thank
Maryanne Amore for her great
help Shes so brave about hand-
flag mice Dr Carr was also
recipient of her thanks Di
Carx is terrific can remember
going to him with one idea and
leaving with 20 He generates
so many ideas about research
Pam is also president of Psi Chi
the national honorary of psychol
ogy and the Beaver Psychology
Club This year weve gotten lot
of interest Were planning to set
up psychology student lounge
where wed be able to talk and
share interests This lounge is
really good idea
Matey Brister another psychol-
ogy major has always been inter-
ested in psychology had psy
chology in high school and love
working with people Matey spends
eight hours week at the Norris-
town State Hospital Shes helping
three paUents make their final steps
toward re-entering society All
three were schizophi enic but
theyre on their last steps to re
covery now help them adjust to
supermarkets buying clothes and
taking public transportation to
work The reactions to entering
society are varied Some resist it
and prefer the easy being-taken-
care-of life to the real world and
yet others are ready and willing
to adjust The greatest incident
was when one of my patiehts de
cided what she wanted to do In-
stead of relying on my suggestions
she planned to make dress
was great
Matey also helps out with group
theiapy There are about ten men
and women in the group They
talk about problems within the
hospital as well as their own Be-
sides discussing and solving their
own problems they plan trips and
activities
Matey plans to go to graduate
school Shp has applied to Catho
lie University Denver and Tulane
graduate schools Im interested
in child welfare and school social
work Problems originate fre
quently in childhood and want
to be able to deal with them at
that level In school Id be
involved with the students so
that could recognize which
children needed help Its also im
portant to realize that these prob
lems involve the parents and you
are working with them as well as
the child Matey also described
the progress as slow and that re
covery doesnt always result but
The time spent always makes the
patients life better one as re
suit
Sherry Morgan along with Matey
Bristet worked on an independent
project last year studying the
fear of achieving success in wo
men Students from Beaver Col
lege Lehigh and Ursinus were
given cu3s i.e Maly or John are
top student in their pre-med class
and were told to write about the
persons feelings et cetera Sherry
and Matey did not find that wo
men were more afraid of success
than men
This year Shery is furthering
the experiment with students
from Cheltenham High School
boy and girl are given task of
finding figures in de.sign The
girl who is more intelligent is
watched She can help the boy or
suppress her own capability to do
better than he expect to find
no difference between mens and
womens feais
Sherry changed from theater
major to psychology major at
the end of her sophomore year
was more dedicated to psychol
ogy than was to the thcater
Shery plans to go to graduate
school and has applied to schools
from New England to Wisconsin
Im interested in studying the
relationship between groups and
the individual
When asked about Womens Lib
Sherry said agree that wo
man shouldnt be restricted to the
home and that she should be able
to get the good paying job but
dont always agree with their tac
tics Alienating themselves from
men is not smart idea
Seniors Receive
Science Awards
Kathleen Chance and Sharna
Hurwitz have won awards for out-
standing performance in chemi
try Both seniors were nominated
by the chemistry-physics staff and
senior chemistry majors of Beaver
College They will be honored at
dinners given by their respective
sponsors
Kathys award is an engraved
award panel which will be mounted
on the Honor Plaque presented to
the college in 1968 It will be
given to her by the Philadelphia
section of the American Chemical
Society in April Sharnas medal
award will be given to her in May
by the American Institute of
Chemists
Both awards will be announced
at commencement exercises in May
Career Night Planned
special program on Careers
For English Majors will be held
on Wednesday March 10 at 30
p.m in the Rose Room The pro-
gram is designed for English me-
jors and students considering ma-
joning in English but all students
and faculty are welcome to attend
It is sponsored by the English de
partment the Office of Vocational
Guidance and Placement and the
Alumnae Affairs Office
Participants will be approxi
mately seven alumnae who ma-
jored in English and are currently
employed in variety of fields in
the New York City and Philadel
phia area
ployed as Publicity Assistant
with Fernley and Fernley
For the convenience of
students studying for mid-
term exams vening hours
for Atwood Library will be
extended to midnight be-
tween and including Sunday
February 21 to Thursday
by Norma Finkeistein
Karen Glassman and Sara Little
have abandoned the role of stu
dents at Beaver temporarily to
assume the position of student
teachers Yesterday both girls
began their period of student
teaching at Cheltenham High
School level
Karen senior is French
major She is instructing classes
in French on the tenth through
twelfth grade levels Karen had
observed both French and Spanish
classes at he1tenham as well as
tutoring French as part of
Beave education course Education
13 which she took
Karen described herself as be-
ing scared and very inadequate
and awkward Im trying to think
back to when had student teach-
ers in high school she said and
the biggest problem is having the
students realize that am
teacher But Karen added
dont think this will be problem
When was at Cheltenham ob
serving the closeness in age be-
tween myself and the students
proved beneficial The students
didnt react to me as they would
to an older teacher yet they knew
that was more than just
friend
Karen feels that her background
at Beaver has been more than
adequate to prepare her for her
new position She has also had
much experience in using the lan-
guage and spent last summer in
France under an Oberlin College
program While in France Karen
Dr Bernard Mausner head of
the psychology department has
favorite joke about the department
which goes This is the only de
partment in the college with two
Carrs and Dr Gordon Carr is
one member of the department
Dr Carr is also Director of Men-
tal Health Worker Training and
Staff Psychologist of one of the
buildings at Norristown State
Hospital His building is dedicated
to range of patients who vary
from chronic cases to cases ready
to re-enter society One of the
devices we use to motivate our pa-
tients is token economy The
patient who has been used to hay-
ing the hospital do everything for
him loses his own ability to do
things This system requires that
the patient do things for himself
The patient works and earns tok
ens With the tokens he buys his
meals and anything else he needs
The patient can earn tokens by
answering questions about movie
he has just seen In this case the
patient is motivated to pay at-
tention to the film Its very
successful plan
Dr Cam is also teaching an
experimental psychological course
at the Cheltenham High School
The objective of the course is
to introduce psychology to high
school students by college pro-
fessor So far the reaction has
been either very favorable or very
unfavorable These two feelings
make it very interesting course
There are 30 twelfth graders in
the class We are studying cases
in literature and are not using an
introduction to psychology text-
attended classes and lived with
French family who spoke no Eng
lish She plans to attend graduate
school at either University of
Pennsylvania Temple University
or New York University She
hopes to teach French on college
Sara Spanish major is jun.
br who will graduate this Decem
bee Sara is teaching Spanish
to the tenth through the twelfth
grades at Chelten.ham High While
at Beaver Sara was involved with
Spanish tutorial program She
especially enjoys working with
Beaver foreign students who speak
Spanish and helping them adjust
to their new surroundings and lan-
guage
Im terribly excited about stu
dent teaching said Sara She
added am only 20 and think
the closeness in age will allow the
students to respond more to me
than they would to an older
teacher
Sara spent last summer living in
Mexico as participant of the En-
periment in International Living
Program While there she lived
with Mexican family and traveled
with Mexican and American
group The purpose of the pro-
gram is to see another culture
through its peoples eyes It really
is the only way to appreciate
country she said Sara hopes to
work with Puerto Rican Amen
cans upon her graduation from
Beaver
book Examples of our texts are
Of Human Bondage by Somerset
Maugham and Manch.ild in the
Promised Land by Claude Brown
The students are very willing to
relate the discussions to them-
selves but our main goal is to
keep to the given case
In April of t69 Dr Carr took
part in the Student Panel on
Clinical Psychological Training in
New York State directed by the
New York Psychological Associa
tion in preparation for his article
The Four Phase Rehabilitation of
Chronic Patients Dr Cam grad-
rated from Southern Illinois Uni
versity At the time was bor
dering between psychology and
philosophy Psychology was my
choice because it offered wider
field of possibilities was not
limited to just teaching still
have soft spot in my heart for
philosophy enjoy reading the
old clowns
Faftirc GIiiqs
Pam Roth Matey Brister Sherry Morgan
Two Language Majors
Begin Student Teaching
Pam Roth Matey Brister and Sherry Morgan
Ly Jana Wolfe
Dr Carr Teaches Experimental
Psych Course at Cheltenham HS
by Jann Wolfe
One of the participants Rosalie
Swedlin 1968 graduate is an
Associate Publicity Director at the
Viking Press in New York City
She was previously employed as
Publicity Secretary for Put-
jiam Publishers Carol Miller
1969 graduate is currently em-
ployed by TV Guide Radnor Penn-
sylvania She has also done some
freelance writing for an advertis
ing firm
Susan Smyth Armiger 1969
has received Masters in Student
Personnel Administration from
Columbia University and has been
Financial Aid Counselor at Ber
nand Baruch College in New
York since August 1970 Martha
Guimond 1970 graduate is cur-
rently teaching English in the
Chelten.ham School District Sane
Martin 1969 has worked for TV
Guide and has recently been em-
Dr Gordon 1T
March
Opening hours will remain
the same during this period
Students are reminded by the physical education department
that yoga sessions are continuing from 730 p.m to 830 p.m on
Monday and Wednesday evenings You need not have been at any
previous meetings to attend
The sessions are free of charge however small donation is
An All College Mixer
sponsored by the sophomore
class will be held in the Din-
ing Hall Friday March
coffee house sponsored by
the freshman class will be
CLASSIC SUB SHOP
1532 East Wadsworth Avenue
PROMPT DELIVERY CII 231OO
Specializinq Oven Toasted Grinders Subs Hoagios and the
Biggest Steak Sandwich in the fown
with thh coupon
ONE SODA WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE PIZZA
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH
requested
held at the same time
and not altogether successful his-
tory at Beaver It flourished occa
sionally under the auspices of the
flow defunct Play Festival and
has resurrected itself in Theater
Playshops current production of
Exit the King directed by Judy
Scharf Regardless of the success
or failure of its outcome it cannot
be denied that the activity of stu
dent directing is positive and
creative one and is therefore val
uable to Beaver if nothing more
than counteraction to the pas
sive regurgitive activities that go
on in many classrooms In order
to encourage and to improve upon
such aetivities we must direct at
them our most serious critica1 at-
tenUous and forego the typically
ambivalent oh it was so nice
type review which is the ultimate
death of most atudent activities
The play feel was an unfor
tunate choice Its heavy so
heavy in fact that it sinks right
to the bottom of Its philosophical
depth and should probably stay
there if you adhere to the notion
that the primary vehicle of corn-
munication for the stage is physi
cat and not verbal This notion
by the way does not prohibit the
playwrights possibilities for phio
sophical cominnt it just limits
the form in which this philosophi
cal comment takes place Despite
the play the immediate end of this
review is to comment on Scharfs
production however in order to
establish oneself in some sort of
critical framework one must first
commit oneself to some under-
standing of Scharfs interpretation
could forego interpretation
Logether except for the fact that
play begs for it Frankly
._J no such understanding
Perhaps Scharf had no interpre
tation or more likely perhaps
Scharf had an interpretation but
failed to communicate it to her
actors It appeared that each ac
toi although having firm idea
Jr his own sepatate character was
unable to relate it to the whole of
f1 play Each actor came to life
hen he had line but then faded
of the action when he was fin-
shed Perhaps it was intentional
the actors not relate to each
Sophomores Hold
In program sponsored by the
sophomore class Joseph Rosen
professional photographer will
workshop and exhibition
his work March 10 11 12 in the
room of the Science Building
The program is part of the re
ently initiated Sohomore Seminar
which has also hosted Paula Reim
.. the National Organization
Woman and the psyco-drama
group Marathon
Jayne Osgood president of the
phomoie class said My purpose
proposing the seminars after
ng lack of response in class
etings was to get away from
ent government hope to
ke the class more autonomous
.p
than it has been in the
they influence each other
The central conflict of the play is
power struggle between Queen
representing forces of death and
Queen representing forces of
life over the life of Berenger
who finally succumbs to death and
finds it not so unappealing Un-
fortunately this power struggle is
reduced to the triviality of cat
fight Queen II who sniffles and
sobs throughout the duration of
the play is hardly match for the
ferocity of Queen The King
Berenger the object of the con-
filet appears to be dead from the
moment he limps on stage the
rest of his performance is lot of
shaking quaking and eye-gaping
not that shaking quaking and
eye-gaping are not fit reactions to
death they gust arent particularly
.soutful
Especlaily good were David
Gregsons caricature of the Doe-
tor played with just the right
touch of the philosopher and the
wizard and Brian Reismans per-
trayal of the Guard Reisman
turned his lack of stage presence
to his advantage as he appeared
and disappeared in and out of the
action reminding us of the absurd-
ity of it aU
Technically the production was
colorful and imaginative The
tastical make-up and the plastic
set contributed to producing the
ambiguity of prismatic world
The lighting sequences were bit
abrupt and naive the lights go
down and spot comes up for
every intimate exchange
If this review seems harsh
would refer the reader back to the
opening paragraph which asserts
that this type of criticism is the
only kind that will continue to en-
courage serious student creativity
would also add that the final per-
formances of Exit the King will
not occur at Beaver but at The
Yale Drama Festival The rehear-
sal work has just begun With
tying up of technical loose ends
and strengthening of total con-
cept the final production could be
competent and exciting explora
tion into lonescos Exit the King
Photo Workshop
past Jayne also added that she
feels the seminars are important
because they will stimulate and
interest people and are away to
become informed and educated to
what is happening outside of the
campus
Other programs scheduled for
the seminar include Saxophone
player Gregory Hubert who will
present program in jazz tech-
niques on March 25 Also tenta
tively scheduled for this semester
is Trustee Meeting to investigate
the purposes of trustee and to
find out their ideas
Any suggestions for other
speakers will be greatly appreci
ated and should be submitted to




Jack Davis chairman of Bea
vers art department will be pre
senting show in conjunction with
Don Lantzy faculty member of
the Tyler School of Art at Rose-
mont College Rosemont Pemnsyl
vania
Mr Davis will have on display
new series of paitnings that in-
vestigate chang of relationships
as to the format or frame of the
painting Those who view Mr
.-- Ss display will find that his
canvasses are of irregular shape
and surface not the conven
tional fiat rectangle Mr Davis
says of the display
The idea is
to work on more physical type
of surface that departs from the
fiat surface of Renaissance illu
sionism
Mr Daviss display in addition
to paintings and prints by Mr
Lantzy may be viewed at Rosemont
CoUege from February 27 through
March
The Hathaway Travelogue is
vicarious journey through the life
of the artist and the work of the
man John Hathaways Three In
One exhibit although not living up
to the expectations of its title sue-
ceeds as beautifully conceived
visual statement
The Hathaway Travelogue
captures the spirit of this highly
personal form of exhibit Shielded
by coat of arms and the omni
present owl we are transported
from wall to wall as from rtage to
stage in the life of the artist
Each stage is tied by rolor we
are transported by color through
color to black and white There is
marvelous transition through the
black and white years the soft
subtley colored years and the
splashing dashing rainbow years
This transition is inspired by the
movement in terms of excitement
to relaxation The viewers eye is
never strained there is time to
assimilate the light and bright as
well as the tones and contrasts
The most exciting offering of
the black and white years is the
The cast crew and directors of
Exit the King will pack up their
entire production and travel to
Yale University on March 19 to 21
to compete in Yales fifteenth
annual Festival of Undorgraduate
Drama
Competition will be stiff said
Judy Stharf director of Exit the
King We wifi be competing
against some of the best drama
students around
Colleges and universities from
up and down the Eastern coast
and Canada submit their plays for
consideration to the festival but
only ten are finally selected
Plays are accepted on the basis
of the type of play It is variety is
wanted in the festival and what
the director plans to do with it in
lines of lighting sound and block-
lug techniques
Those plays which are accepted
have forty minutes in which to be
performed after which they will
be discussed criticized and judged
by the audience and professional
critic
This year Mr Richard Oilman
literary editor of the Commonweal
and New Republic and drama ed
itor of Commonweal and News-
week will criticize the plays and
aid in the final selection of the
three best productions Mr Gil-
man is professor of playwriting
and criticism at the Yale Drama
School has taught at Columbia
and Stanford Universities and
was faculty member at the Salz
burg Seminar
Activities for the festival begin
Friday evening at 830 p.m when
the first play bill opens Three
other bills follow on Saturday af
ternoon Saturday evening and
Sunday morning each consisting
of two or three plays
Beaver will present their forty
minute cut of Exit the King on
Saturday afternoon We really
have rdce time spot for our per-
formance said Judy Well be
brass rubbing of the knight from
Lingfield Church England and its
counterpart linoleum print of John
Hathaway himself Here Lies
the knight characterized by hel
met sword coat of arms and lion
There Stands the Hathaway
characterized by bowler hat urn-
brella his own coat of arms and
The soft and subtley colored
years and the splashing dashing
rainbow years lead us through
London Holland Germany aiid
Fiance These years include post-
rs books maps and an assort-
meat of items that combine to ii-
lustrate the influences on the man
and his work
His colors and transitions show
the influence of the visual excite-
ment he finds in stained glass
However there was no stained glass
for viewing In fact the major
disappointment of the exhibit was
the fact that there was not more
of the actual creative work of
Hathaway
As travelogue it is not only
inventive but also exciting and
it is an honor for John Hathaway
able to see what were up against
Friday night and still be able to
relax for most of the shows Al-
so though it will be terribly
tense We follow Virginia State
which is doing The Leader another
tonesco play They won second
place last year
Mount Holyoke College will open
the bill of plays on Friday night
with Chamber Muic by Arthur
Kopit They are followed by IUi
aca College presenting The Men
by John Walden Last on the bill
that evening Is Rhode Island Uni
versity presenting Pinters The
Lover
Virginia State opens the second
bill at 230 p.m Saturday after-
noon and is followed by Beaver
The third bill begins at 830
p.m Saturday night Intermezzo
will be performed by Adelphi Uni
versity State University of New
York wiil follow with three-piece
drama by Duffy Magesis This in-
eludes Sloan Trilogy King
Brooklyn and Hugo Hunter Col
lege will conclude the evening with
The Circus by Ellen Kaufmann
Sunday morning at 11 00 a.m
the fourth and last bill begins with
the University of Tampa doing
Readings from Carl Saudberg and
finally Goddard College with Bury
the Dead by Irwin Shaw
Each year representatives from
over 25 schools are present to
watch the performances All mom-
bers of the Beaver community are
urged to come It is an exciting
educational challenging and fun-
filled weekend
The initial expense for the week-
end will be approximately $27 per
person There is $15 registra
tion fee which covers meals play
admissions and the parties on
Friday and Saturday night follow-
ing the performances Room an-
commodations are separate Any-
one interested in attending see







Cast of Exit the King
O\Vl
by Cathye Stoops
Student direcLing has had long other but certainly as characters
Scharf and Crew Exit for Yale
by Kathy Meier




The Glee Clubs of Beaver and
St Josephs Colleges will present
concert on Wednesday March
at 815 p.m in Murphy Chapel
Each club will sing group of
numbers and will then combine in
final selection The Beaver Glee
Club under the direction of Dr
Dorothy Haupt will sing several
compositions including Joyful
Afleluia an Italian madrigal Fa
usa Canzone and medley from
Briga400n The Glee Club sextet
The Beaver Dam Six will also
sing several light songs
The St Josephs College Glee
Club under the direction of Mr
Herbert Fiss will sing spiritual
De Animals are Com4n and the
theme from Romeo and Juliet
Time For Us The combined num
ber will be medley from South
The Beaver community is invited
as guests of the Glee
Club Ad-
mission of $1 will be charged other
persons
In addition to the Glee Club con-
cert the music department has an-
nounced two upcoming events On
Thursday March at 330 p.m
Beaver College music students will
present recital in Murphy Chapel
The vocalists performing will be
Susan Cohen Kathlen Parry Sud
lift Bonnie Breme and Miriam
Taylor The pianists will be Bar-
bara Goldstein Laura Schwartz
Ann Bingham and Kathleen Hell-
gar Barbara Davidson will play
an organ solo
The recital is free and is open to
the public
On Tuesday March Mrs Ruth
Campbell instructor of piano at
Beaver will give recital at the









QUALITY DRUGS Phone TU 4-5886
RESORt PTIONS
BEAVER PHARMACY
269 SOUTH EASTON ROAD
Penn Fruit Shopping Center Glenside Penna
Service Our Privilege
Quality Our Constant Aim
Tuesday March 19
The library has published its
January e1ective Acquisitions
Lisi This is list of the new
books and periodicals recently
added to the card catalogue
The Quest for Change in Latin
America by Raymond Duncan and
James Nelson Goodsell
The Book of Sansevero novel
by Andrea Giovene
Cradles of Eminence by Victor
Goertzel and Mildred Goertzel
study of the childhoods of over
400 famous twentieth century
men and women
Amistaci writings of Black
history and culture edited by John
Williams and Charles Hams
An illustrated history of Black
Americans by John Hope Franklin
Time-Life book
Magritte by Suzi Gablik from
the New Aspects of Art Series
Ideology and Practice the eva-
lution of Chinese Communism by
James Chieh Hsiung
For Blacks Onlj Black strate
gies for change in America by
Sterling Tucker
Drums and Guns Rvolufion in
Ulster by Martin Wallace
New Views of the Nature of Man
edited by John Platt
New Books in the Living Archi
tecture series Islamic Indian
out hardly any girls It seems the
Council is doing all of the work
and not getting any cooperation
from the class Freshman Coun
cil had to cancel two mixers one
with Lafayette College and the
other with Franklin and Marshall
College When we do not even
have one bus load signed up how
can we go We the Freshman
Council are not going to sit and
everyone to sign up and pay
There is great deal of responsi
bility involved and bus transporta
tion costs money It is not fair to
make the entire Freshman Class
pay for transportation to mixer
when only ten girls sign up am
very sorry if we destroyed some
aspirations of great weekend but
where there isnt any support it
END OF TIlE VILLA
Claudia Arkush who has lived in
the Villa for two years agreed
Last year lot of my friends liv-
ing on campus were unhappy
they were going crazy here
thought there was something wrong
with me because liked it here
But was living in the Villa and
was removed from the problems
they were talking about
The students to the Villa repre
sent relatively good cross-section
of Beaver students contrary to
popular opinion We get accused
of being cliquish said senior
Becky Rhyne But we all have
friends on campus Its just that
we really grow to care about each
other living here and were all
different lot of the kids would
never have known if we had all
lived on campus
Id rather live here with people
than alone in an apartment even
if its really nice apartment
added Claudia Arkush
The girls feel no handicap in be-
ing removed from the activity of
the campus One student consid
ered it blessing Lisa Layne
described the situation as being
compromise between living on the
campus and living in an apart-
rnent really look forward to
coming home at the end of the
day said one student
The feeling that the Villa is
home as compared to dorm
was unanimous lot of girls
hate dorm life they say it drives
them crazy But when you sug
gest that they move to the Villa
they say Yeah maybe next year
Theyre worried about having to
walk once in while said Oauida
Arkush
Indian Egyptian Baroque Gothic
Greek Romanesque Roman
Mayan Ancient Mexican and Ot
toman
Dada and Surrealist Art by
Rubin The White Negro by
Mailer Guns On Campns Student
Protest at Cornell by Cohen
The Bisected Brain by Gaz
saniga and Halfway House by
Keller Some of the new periodi
eals are Addictions Artf arm
and West Africa
These lists are published seven
times year They are aavilable
at the circulation desk in the li
brary
Tired of the same old type of
classroom learning experience
Well the Great Books Discussion
Group has an atlernative offer
The alternative is an experience
in creative thinking discussion
where there is no authority
everyone is on an equal basis In-
stead of taking notes from pro-
fessors lecture you have greater
opportunity to give your own
thoughts to the group
The group is open to everyone
students faculty and people from
the surrounding communities It
meets every other Tuesday night
from p.m to 10 p.m in the li
brary seminar room
is impossible to make plans
The Freshman Council is being
very considerate and we are al
ways open to suggestions We at-
tend class meetings Why dont
you Maybe if more students got
involved and would give damn
there would be something going on
every weekend at Beaver Talic to
your Freshman Council represent-
ative thats why she is represent-
Come to Class Meeting tell us
your gripes We are willing to
listen and make changes but be
fair
Freshman Council needs class
support and without it we cannot




The home-life of the Villa can
be felt just by walking into the
building In the warm and re
laxed atmosphere the girls cook
their own meals occasionally have
no need for phone duty If you
hear the phone ring you just ans
wer it and experience none of
the frustration felt by dorm stu
dents when coping with loud record
players stolen underwear and not
knowing who lives above you
When considering whether this
style of life can exist without
set-up like the Villa most girls
were pessimistic Becky Rhyne
said This kind of life can exist
there but its not the norm
Freshman Debbie Oakes was
more optimistic want to go to
ball next year and show others
what Ive gained from living here
even if its only one girl
Any living experience of course
is personal thing For some th
campus will be better Freshman
Beth Novak said really love the
Villa But for me the campus is
healthier tend to isloate my-
self and feel Im missing some-
thing dont think you need
building called the Villa to be
close
The letters and petitions written
by the Villans may not have any
effect on the decision to sell the
building But it is in fact not
the actual building that is being
desperately defended Rather it is
style of life that most Villans
feel will die with the loss of the
Villa As one student girl summed
up the situation she said Stu





Itsy bitsy teenie weenie believe
it or not paper bikinis are the
newest fashion fad for the Beaver
beach this spring
The new paper bikini sells for
little at the Beaver bookstore and
wears lot said Mrs Gracelee
Hague manager of the bookstore
The Little Dippe as the bikini
is called has an adjustable top
elasticized bottom and is sea-
worthy accoding to its label
It has been tested 22 times un
der surfing conditions and says
Mrs Hague the bikinis are wash-
able You dont have to throw
them away after you wear them
They sell for $2.95
The Big Dipper for men is
pair of paper jams with tie string
l1 waste and sells fr $2.10
Bnth the Big and Little Dip-
peas come in variety of prints
an color combinations of tuiquoise
ad green yellow and orange red
and white nod blue and white
The bookstore also carries psper
bikLii undipants called Eves
Leaves that sell for $89 pair and
also conic in the same variety of
prints and coljrs One girl bought
pair to try and came back and
bought four mote because she liked
them so much said Mrs Hague
Mr Hague went on to say that
bcth th bathing suits and under-
pLots are flies to have for emer
g1eics Bathbg uits are cx-
Sive noadays that an emer
gncy dces aise and girl doesnt
hae th3 time or money to buy
rap the paper suits ale icadily
available cute and inexpensive
atcd Mrs Hague
The paper swim suits and under-
pants are fashioned by the Dupont
company and are made from non-
tearing paper called Tyvek which
according to Mrs Hague is simi
lar to the paper that Handi-Wipes
are made from
think the bikinis are great
for the Beaver beach said Mrs
Hague They should be great
success this spring
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cluster jobs These involve plan-
ning supervision and co-ordination
of the religious education programs
for groups of churches Some able
people operate on consulting
basis with daily fee Obviously
this option opens up all kinds of
possibilities for part-time work
either for someone engaged in pub-
lie education or for someone car-
ing for her young family Third
there are positions in regional and
national service editorial work on
religious publications or audio-via-
ual specialization Finally there
are some teaching opportunities al
ready opening on the level of
higher education Some graduates
of the Princeton MRE program
are teaching in community colleges
All of this demonstrates the im
portance of flexibility in vocational
preparation for any field of en-
deavoa in the future and our pro-
gram in religious education is de
signed to build that kind of fiexi
bility into the lives of its partici
pants However many questions
have just begun to be touched
What kind of an undergraduate
program would this require of
Beaver student and why Why
does this program require re
ligion major What other possi
bilities are there for religion ma-
jars Is religion-and-education
the only religion-and-possibility
Can this kind of program be use-
ful to members of religious cam-
munions outside Protestant Chris-
tianity for example to Jewish stu
dents Exploration continues in
all of these areas and these ques
tions will be faced in subsequent
articles in this series
On January 26 Beaver College
opened its doors to Nellie Laurito
Oheltenham High School Ex
change student from Rosarlo Ar-
gentina Less than two weeks la
tsr the college extended its hospi
tality to include four more Argon-
tinia students Gladys Lechini Sil
via Alniada Maria Gracia Ciancio
and Lucia Blanquido who came to
the United States through the
same program
Gladys Lechini is native of
Rosario Argentina and the oldest
child in family of five The firs
of her family to visit the United
States Gladys finds American OtIS-
toms particularly those governing
educational policies very different
from those in Argentina where abe
has completed her first year of cal-
lege
In Argentina Gladys said
most students live at home and
commute to near-by college
The class hours are different too
In Argentina classes are hold in
the evenings from 00 until about
11 00 p.m
political science major and
serious-minded student Glads ex
pressed surprise at the extreme
differences in cost of college edo-
cation between the United States
and Argentina
Public or state-owned colleges
do not require any tuition or fees
In private and Catholic colleges
tuition and fees are usually no
highr than 15 or 20 dollars
month she explained
Silvia Almada bears quite re
semblance to Gladys Lechini in
many ways excluding physical ap
pearance To begin Silvia was
also born and raised in Rosarlo
and in fact both of the girls knew
each other before coming to the
United States
second year student majoring
in biology Silvia shy quiet
nineteen-year-old has decided to
go into biological research rather
than teaching major occupation
of college graduates in Argentina
Maria Gracia Cianclo is real-
dent of Las Parejas village not
far from Rosario where she at-
tends college She is currently
studying her second year Special
Education course or what
termed Fonoaudiologia
Fonoaudiologia is working
and teaching the deaf and dumb
she explained Not many people
are trained for this type of work
but think it is good profession
Maria most likely to be callec
the swinger of the four girl
said that the differences in educa
tional policies of the United States
did not disturb her but certain so-
cial restrictions do She clan
that statement by saying In Ar
gentina there are more places
young people to go and dance
Im talking about discotheques
places like that And we do
have drinking age in my coun
try however she added we low
the American music
Interestingly enough the musi
cal taste of Marias family
which she has younger brother
rang from Santana and CreedenC
Clearwater Revival to Tom Jones
and Englebert Humperdink
The latest Argentinian student
to enter Beaver College is
Blanquido an elementary school
teacher from Rosario She is talc-
ing elementary education courses
beie at Beaver for her own satis
faction
Lucia explained that upon grad-
ltiOfl from high school in Argen
tIns one is qualified to teach ole-
mentary school From an educa
tional standpoint one only
enter college to become profes
scriale high school or college
instructor
Lucia an only child said she
no desire to teach at higher level
because love children and
teach them all subjects Appt
ently the confinement to one or
subjects as is often the case
high school or college teaching
not appeal to Lucia
All of the girls gratefully ac-
knowledge Dr Garardo Rodriguez
of the Beaver College language de
partment as an important aid
entering them in the college
want to publicly thank him
The general attitude of the girls
towards the United States wa
summed up by the most outspoken
of the group Maria who said
Our coming to the United States
is in every way learning expeni
once think we can learn from
each other
Library Nutes More Exchange Students
Attend Classes at Beai
by Cindy Artiste
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